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Gardener's Corner

See You in March!

Dear Ruth,
My fall garden has not done well.
The lettuce is under row cover but it
already looks awful at the end of
November and the real winter has
not even started yet. Thoughts?
Michael J. Asheville, NC

Stay tuned to the OGS website for more information on
class offerings, registration, volunteer opportunities,
and more!

Follow Us!

Dear Michael, Winter is an awesome
time to take visual note of various
microclimates in your yard. This is
especially important if you want to
garden during the colder months.
Additionally, winter may be the best
time to take a critical look at any property you are considering
buying.
North-side locations are immediately evident, and the prolonged
presence of snow indicates especially cold spots. A winter garden
will not prosper in cold spots; plus these areas can be difficult to
navigate in a vehicle and a house located in a cold spot will cost
more to heat. Conversely, locations where the snow melts quickly
indicate good potential winter garden spots, a practical siting for
driveways and access roads, and a cozier home site.
A couple of years ago I set up my low tunnel running north/south
in my garden. The spot is very sunny in the summertime and I
often grow tomatoes and peppers in that same location. The
plants on one side of the tunnel started looking terrible and colddamaged. Initially. I decided it must have been my choice of
lettuce variety because some varieties are more winter-hardy.
Finally (it took a while!) I noticed that a shed was creating
perpetual winter shade on that side of the garden, and that half of
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my tunnel was shady all day long.

Check Out the New Features
on the Organic Growers
School Website

Read more at Our Blog

Gardeners: Got a question for Ruth?
Email it to us at

Have you taken a tour of our new website? We've
added tons of new features to help you to improve your
farm, start your garden, or live more organically!

enews@organicgrowersschool.org

This week's HIGHLIGHT RESOURCE is our new Organic
Living GLOSSARY OF TERMS, a lexicon for those of you
who might find yourselves in the grocery store, reading
one label that says "Pasture-Raised" and another
that says "Free Range" and yet another that says
"Grass Fed." What do all those terms mean? How are
they different? Is it just greenwashing or do these
words have any kind of regulation behind them?

Farmer's Corner
Dear Tom–
Do you have suggestions for
managing poison ivy?

We're here to help you navigate these terms so you
can support businesses that support the practices you
feel are best for YOU, your FAMILY, and the
ENVIRONMENT.
Click below for more!

Reems Creek Nursery

– Holly in Grapevine
Dear Holly –
Initially I should mention that
people vary greatly in their
sensitivity to poison ivy. Some
people should just stay away from it
because no level of caution or post
exposure treatment seems to
prevent a reaction. Others dive in up to their shoulders with
seemingly no effect. I suggest that each of us become familiar
with how sensitive we are as well as how sensitive our crew
members are and use appropriate caution. Extreme cases may
need medical intervention so please proceed with caution until
you know how sensitive you are.
The first step in poison ivy management is learning to recognize it
in summer and winter. Three leaflets and a shiny appearance are
a tipoff for me. Other plants have three leaves and others have
similar shaped leaves but poison ivy has a distinctive look that
most people can recognize with some practice. The leaves are the
biggest hazard during the growing season because of the oil that
transfers easily and attaches to the skin. In summer we are often
wearing shorts and short sleeves, making exposure to bare skin
more likely. Winter is a problem too because poison ivy is less
conspicuous and winter brush clearing often results in broken
stems releasing sap that can also cause a rash. All parts of the
plants are potentially hazardous, not just the leaves, so treat all
climbing vines with a hairy surface with caution. The smooth
younger stems have a characteristic “wandering” appearance that
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is easy to recognize with practice.

Thanks to Our Sponsors!

Read more at Our Blog

Supporting Partners
Carolina Farm Credit
Prestige Subaru
Greenlife Grocery

Farmers: Got a question for Tom?
Email it to us at

Community Partners
Mountain Rose Herbs
Organic Valley

Grassroots Partners
Johnny's Selected Seeds

Questions? Thoughts?
Comments?
We want to hear from you!
Email them to us at
jenn@organicgrowersschool.org
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